We combine classical concepts from different disciplines -those of α-hull and α-shape from computational geometry, splitting data into training and test sets from artificial intelligence, density-based spatial clustering from data mining, and moving average from time series analysis -to develop a robust algorithm for reconstructing the shape of a curve from noisy samples.
α -HULL AND α -SHAPE
Let P ⊂ R 2 be a finite planar set. Classical tools, defining "shape" of the set, are those of the α-hull and α-shape of P [1] . Adapting the notions from [1] to make our exposition simpler, we make the following definitions (cf. Definitions 2, 3, 4 in [1] ): Definition 1. Let α > 0. An α-ball is an (open) disc of radius α. An empty α-ball is an α-ball containing no points of P. The α-hull of P is the complement of the union of all empty α-balls. Two points p, q ∈ P are α-neighbors if there exists an empty α-ball having both p and q on its boundary. The α-shape of P is the straightline graph, whose vertices are points in P and whose edges connect α-neighbors.
For an example of α-shape see Figure 1 , (a) and (b).
HANDLING OUTLIERS WITH k-ORDER α -HULL AND α -

SHAPE
It is easy to imagine situations in which several outliers will severely harm the shape produced by the α-hull or α-shape (see Fig. 1 , (a) and (b)). To reduce the impact of outliers on shape reconstruction, we introduce a generalization of the α-hull and α-shape, the k-order α-hull and k-order α-shape:
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empty α-balls. Two points p, q ∈ P are called α-neighbors if there exists an empty α-ball having both p and q on its boundary. The k-order α-shape of P is the straight-line graph, whose vertices are points in P and whose edges connect a-neighbors.
Of course, α-hull and α-shape are just 0-order α-hull and α-shape. With k ≥ 1 we allow the k-order α-hull and α-shape to ignore some amount of outliers (Fig. 1 ).
RECONSTRUCTING INNER SHAPE WITH k-ORDER α -HULL
AND α -SHAPE α-hull and α-shape, being generalizations of the convex hull, capture the "outer" shape of P. At the same time, in many applications it is of interest to infer the "inner" shape of the set. (For a polygonal domain its inner shape may be represented, for instance, by the medial axis or the skeleton.) Setting k ≥ 1 when computing k-order α-hull and α-shape also serves the purpose of "digging into" the point cloud, recovering the inner shape from a noisy sample.
TRAINING THE BALL: WHAT ARE THE RIGHT α AND k?
In certain applications, one is lucky to have the data split into two parts: 1) white noise, and 2) the data itself -a noisy sample of a curve. This is the case, for instance, when dealing with certain time series, say, with the currency rate before and after an economic disaster. (See the Experiments section for another example). We may use the noise to set the right values of α and k, which will be subsequently used for reconstructing the curve. Indeed, assuming the noise is Gaussian, we set α equal to the standard deviation of the noise part of the data. We choose k as follows. Let B be the baseline -average value of the noise. (With probability .95 a data point lies in the interval [B − α, B + α].) We drag two α-balls along the noise: one above the baseline, with the center moving along the horizontal line at height B + α, and one below, with the center along the line at height B − α. We set k to be the average number of points inside the balls during the dragging. Refer to Figure 2 .
DRAGGING BALLS THROUGH THE DATA
Applying curve reconstruction to time series aims at reconstructing the "true" dependence of the value of interest on time. After α and k are chosen as described above, we drag α-balls above and below the curve pushing the upper (resp. lower) ball as low (resp. high) as possible, while ensuring that the number of points inside the ball is k. The output is the mean of the positions of the centers of the upper and lower balls (Fig. 2) . The intuition behind our algorithm is that the upper and the lower balls "shave off" the noise above and below the curve, just as they did when the balls were dragged through the noise.
EXPERIMENTS
We applied our techniques to seismic data (see Fig. 2 ). The data represents the envelope of the beam calculated over an array of seismic receivers recording vertical displacement after a major strike. This data has been analyzed previously to extract a weak seismic Dragging the balls through the data. First, the balls are dragged with centers at constant heights through the noise part; the average number, k, of points inside the balls are recorded. Next, the balls are dragged through the data itself; at every time, the number of data points inside the balls is kept equal to k -this determines the positions of the centers of the balls.
coda following the reflections off the Earth's inner core boundary [3] , and fit a model to quantify scattering in the outermost solid core on the base of the obtained shape of the coda decay curve [4] . A fortunate feature of the data is that it contains a fair amount of seismic noise. The noise, which is the oscillations of the Earth's surface before arrival of seismic radiation generated by a seismic event, can in our case be treated as Gaussian, and its standard deviation is easy to estimate.
We confirmed finding the right values for α and k by running our experiments using different values for the parameters. Incorrect values of α and k lead to clear oversmoothing or overfitting to the data.
RELATED WORK
A standard approach in time series analysis is to use the moving average for function approximation. In our terms, moving average may be seen as dragging a slab through the data, averaging the values of the function at data points within the slab. The advantage of our approach in comparison to the moving average is two-fold. First, the estimate, obtained from the moving average, is sensitive to outliers. Second, unlike in our method, there is no clear and intuitive way to choose the right width of the slab.
The Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [2] is similar to our method in that it has the same two parameters: the ball radius, and the number of data points inside it. The DBSCAN algorithm though has a totally different objective: to cluster the data points, and not to reconstruct the shape of the underlying curve.
